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Leichter Proposes Legalization of 'Pot'

"We can't wait to complete tests on marijuana without more legal hassle!" If this philosophy holds, New York State might soon be free from some of the restrictions that have held medical marijuana research hostage.

A bill has been introduced to legalize the use of marijuana by the campus Student Association and the State University Student Congress. The bill, if passed, would allow students to possess and use marijuana in their dormitories without fear of legal consequences.

Leichter feels that legalization would tend to decrease crime by removing the profit motive from drug traffic. He believes that the public would be better served by legalizing marijuana than by spending tax dollars on enforcement of present laws.

The law would also make it easier for researchers to obtain marijuana for experimental purposes. Leichter is particularly interested in the effect of marijuana on mental health and crime rates.

The ASP is your medium to do so. Bring columns to the Columnists, or see the Columnists edition.

Controversy Arises Downtown

RA Not Rehired for Next Year

Within the last few months, the residence assistant program has undergone a series of changes. One change that has been most noticeable is the non-rehiring of a resident assistant.

According to sources, the decision to non-rehire the RA was made due to the administration's desire to streamline the program. The administration feels that the current number of RAs is sufficient to meet the needs of the campus.

However, this decision has sparked controversy among some students, who feel that the RA program is an important part of the campus community. They argue that the RA program provides valuable support and guidance to students.

The administration has defended its decision, stating that the program will continue to function effectively with the current number of RAs.

KENT STATE

The campus CAMPUS call in the Guard? It's Kent State now.

FIRE

UNDER

New Political Prize for stock market is so the 1971 Nobel Prize in Economics will be awarded to E.F. Beneke, professor of economics at Kent State. Beneke is being honored for his work in the field of econometrics.

Reader's Digest

50% OFF

On Textbooks and Reference Books

Now Being Sold in Tunnel Area
The Movement Dies

To the Editor;

Thai mum pmplc are beginning to believe that mass action is not the doubt that the movement was dying very rapidly. The movement was moving again.

Now, two weeks later, the reaction of the capital were no more than 7T> noisy, disorganized, demonstration I was filled with anticipation and excitement. The pathetically small section of sex-related books doesn't contain a when complicated by condoms, etc.

The pathetically small section of sex-related books doesn't contain a when complicated by condoms, etc.

To be a student in Albany, you must know about the Albany Student Press. The ASP is Albany's student newspaper, published every Tuesday during the academic year. It covers local news, campus events, and student opinions. The Student Press is produced by student workers under the guidance of the Professor of Journalism.

Communications

Be all you can be! Read!

If you are a student at the University of Oregon, you should definitely check out the Communications Department. They offer a wide range of courses that focus on every aspect of media production, from photography to film and video. The Communications Department is housed in the Weingart Building and is open to all students.

The Movement Dies

To the Editor;

It is the duty of the student newspaper to report the truth, and that is what the Albany Student Press will continue to do. We strive to provide accurate and informative articles that reflect the diverse perspectives of our student body. We encourage all students to submit their stories and ideas to us so that we may continue to serve as a platform for student voices.

Communications

Reporters: Please be accurate and fair in your reporting. Your articles should reflect the diverse perspectives of our student body. Remember, the student newspaper is here to serve the students.

The Movement Dies

To the Editor;

The Albany Student Press is the official student newspaper of the University of Oregon. It is published weekly and covers local news, campus events, and student opinions. The ASP is produced by student workers under the guidance of the Professor of Journalism.

Communications

Please submit your stories and ideas to us so that we may continue to serve as a platform for student voices.
International Studies

ALBANY ACROSS THE OCEAN

by Claudia McDonnell
An ASP Feature

Those who think the student is limited to optics and downturns are sadly mistaken. There's another brand—Europe—and it's more easily accessible than one might think. While not everyone can take a year to travel abroad, many students graduate with the possibility of participating in such a program. They may not find the experience as rewarding as a period spent abroad, but actually, many do not mind being fellow travelers.

Cost, one might argue, is another factor in foreign study. It is. A year studing abroad comes at a price, but it is not as steep as one might think. Transportation, the other primary expense, is quite reasonable at group rates. The cost of the summer program is $725, the same as it docs in Albany, mayhc less due to the lower cost of living abroad. As for tuition, there is a variance from $1000 to $1500 for overseas programs. Scholarship and loans specific to SUNYA may be needed for foreign programs. Enrollment is open to all students, including students who have taken graduate-level classes. It is also an excellent way to explore the possibilities of foreign study.

The benefit is not just foreign travel or a change of scenery, but the learning experience itself. Relax and enjoy it.

Residents Holding Rent Payment
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By Vicki Gertler

There is a strike in progress on this campus, though not many people know about it. A strike is for better living conditions. It is the result of months of discussion and strikes by the New York State Dormitory Authority. After the New York State Dormitory Authority denied the residents' request for lower rents, the residents decided to take action. They interviewed the dormitory and the university system, where it was represented by the Department of Residence. The strike was called for before the spring of Altamont gathered a large crowd of supporters when it issued a call for lower rents.

Several local government bodies, including the Republican and Independent organizations, have signed petitions and attended hearings. The rent reduction proposal includes complaints about Fair taxes and other regulations. The residents, however, feel that the strike should be continued.

The residents are encouraged to visit the office of the local non-profit organizations, such as the ACLU, for information.

Conventional and Unconventional Points

At the Albany Student Press, the residents of SUNYA gathered a large crowd of supporters when they issued a call for lower rents. At the Albany Student Press, they called for the residents to take action. They interviewed the dormitory and the university system, where it was represented by the Department of Residence. The strike was called for before the spring of Altamont gathered a large crowd of supporters when it issued a call for lower rents.

The residents are encouraged to visit the office of the local non-profit organizations, such as the ACLU, for information.